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You want to spice up your bedroom? Here’s how.
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Want to spice up your bedroom to let some romance in?

Decorating your bedroom for romance doesn’t even have to be difficult or expensive. You can re
The most important thing to keep in mind is that you want to soothe all of the senses to both

A great place to start is lighting. Get rid of the glare, and you’re well on the way to more r

Candles, candles and more candles can bring a lot of romance into the bedroom for a pretty sma

Adding a dimmer switch to lighting can also be quite effective in designing bedrooms for roman
Placing mirrors to reflect your softened light will add more depth to your bedroom.

Window dressings that are plush and appealing should darken the room and prevent lights from t

The bed, of course, is the focal point of the bedroom in most cases, and the bedding you selec

Many people think of silk and satin when thinking of romantic bedding. Both silk and satin can

Choose bedding for your romantic bedroom that centers on relaxing, romantic colors. Avoid usin

Remember that all of your senses should be involved for the perfect touch of romance- so addin
Peacock Alley is one of the most well-known luxury bedding makers.
They offer an especially warm, romantic bed linen set called the Marrakech Ebony. It features

The Vienna Ensemble from Peacock Alley is 100% Egyptian cotton in white on white featuring eye

And if you’d prefer to keep your expenses down abit, then you could go for the shabby chic app

If you really want to go all out, you could add a canopy to your bed. You can easily create th

Finish your new romantic bedroom with abit of soft music, maybe some potpourri and some fine c

You can live in a bedroom that surrounds you with romance every night if you wish. Simply brin
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